Pro-active Bombproofing

By Paul Dufresne

Diffusing the bomb is something that is very important to anyone owning a horse
and striving for a healthy and safe relationship. Why leave it to chance, why hope a
horse gets used to it as so many take forever to do so?
How about if we don’t leave it to
chance and ensure we facilitate it.
The last article I wrote demonstrated
that by affecting a horse’s shape in a
positive way we can also start to put the
horse’s emotions in a positive state. Once
we can affect the emotions this way and
have reasonable yields to pressure, we can
truly start to prepare our horses to accept
more scary situations. The best way I have
found to approach this is “leading by
example.” Leadership is the one thing we
can bring to any new situations.
I will give you a practical example
so this can better be understood. In this
scenario I use a bag of noisy tin cans.
The horse is behind me at a reasonable

distance on a 12-foot lead. If a horse tends
to be easily scared, a longer lead may be
useful. I then move forward to the bag
-- never looking at the horse -- but rather

feeling the horse on my lead. I want to
make sure that I am between the horse
and the scary object (as we should always
do if we expect a horse may be scared of
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some particular thing). I never direct any
energy toward the horse. I make sure my
connection (hand, arm and shoulder)
is as relaxed looking as possible. I then
proceed to slightly hunch over the bag
and nudge it away from me. If this bag
was truly dangerous they would not
expect me to look so relaxed. Even so the
tap gets the horse to have a bit of a startle
reflex initially. I make sure, even if the
horse tugs my arm hanging onto the lead
line away from it I just calmly resist it,
never looking back at the horse. I proceed
to kick the bag of tin cans away from
me. As soon as the horse is not pulling
on me I again move forward to the bag
and bend over it stepping on it, beating
it in a fairly energetic way. Now I punt it
away from me, still being careful not to
send any energy toward the horse with
the lead line or my body parts. I keep
moving forward to the object kicking it
away, I bend, pick it up, and toss it away
… again always away from the horse. The
tough thing is to remember to never look
at the horse or look worried. This could
also be combined with the advance retreat
method.
If I wanted to, I could double up on
this effect, using positive herd dynamics,
and work two horses at once. I could have
one person away from me and I would
kick the bag part way to them. Instead of
waiting for it as the second horse might
be thinking flight, they would attack the
incoming bag and move toward it. This
move to the bag prevents the horse from
thinking flight as now they are attacking
it. The horses, although somewhat
reluctant will usually move forward.
Moving forward to something scary is
not what you do when you’re terrified of
something. After a few repetitions, the
horses get much braver as their leader just
keeps moving and beating the life out of
the bag.
At this point you can often pick it up
and walk away with the horse following
you -- as long as you didn’t look at them
-- implying they should be scared. The

longer you do this the better. The funny
thing is that when doing this for a bit,
then ignoring the bag while relaxing,
often the horse now goes to investigate
it on its own. I don’t let the horse do too
much with it as I would prefer to not let
them play with it and tease them with
the thought of playing with it. If I keep
it away from them they then want to
investigate it even more, kind of like kids.
The more they want to interact with it
the more likely they are to not be worried
when they do paw it or mouth it. Doing
this with a more seasoned horse and a
greener horse is a great way to double up
on the calm acceptance.
This technique works real well with
anything we are asking the horse to
accept but not cross over in a way that
they could get hung up like on a tarp let’s
say. When a horse has to accept crossing
something we then go into a driving
position as will be discussed in the next
article.
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